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Y INTRODUCTION: 

I An inaugural lecture ( rms depa the speaker, 
his interests, and his disposiilull LU ~ I U U I G I I I ~  111 h s  field. 3 U l l l G  &the several 

j/ 
I forms it can take are as follows: 
I an exposition of the 1 / or on! ~olastic 

efforts of the Profesavl, 
exposition of what one would like to be, a future 

I irection of research and development in one's area of 
I I rork internationally or w i h n  one's nation. 

~n exposition of pa, .rt works and / or future 
projections in areas I or that could be beneficial 
to one's specialty. 

exposition of special or specific problems facing one's 
pecialty with a view to-ameliorating them and thus 
ading to maximum benefit sbeingderived from efforts 
1 one's field, and 
3eneral hstorical and philosophical overview ( 
pecialty for the sole purpose of enlightening the publlc 

and perhaps helping to make meaningful 
projections in one's field. 

Before we go into the actual form adopted for this discourse, n would 
be useful to pass some remarks which could ; august audience in 
seeing the need for the choice made herein. 

This speaker became a Professor of NUGIUI rrlysics more than fifteen 
7 . He could thus be tagged an 'old' Professor as opposed to a 'recent' 

t' Professor on campus. Gven this length of one's tenure as a 
t ~ u r s s > u ~ ,  it is'perhaps not totally inappropriate if anyone has a tendency to 
I is lecture as belonging to the valedictory genre as opposed to its 
1 ~naugural one. Ttus is, however, an inaugural lecture even though a 
tut11l a u ~ ~ e d  to a valedictory lecture is adopted here. The obvious advantage 
of this approach is that one is able to focus better on ~liarity, and 
problems in one's field based on 'one's experience wor and in this 
our Third World setting. 

W~th regard to the actual structural form adopted out of all the ones 
enumerated above, it should be clear as we proceed that a synthesis of most 
of the fonns is presented here albeit with more emphasis on some aspects 
than others. The presentation here takes due recognition that the first form 

help thir 
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above is more suited to a newly appointed professor who would normally 1 Besides the beginnins and end aspects of Janusism indicated above, 
want to Justify his new appointment by showing his contribution to I there are other antithetical aspects as weu. The existence of 
knowledge.. An old I rofessor on the other hand needs to concentrate on some 'beginning' and 'end' imply progression in a sort of way Just as 
ofthe problems, peculiarities, and challetiges in h s  field at ]east for the sake 

! I  
they imply past, present and future in the cosmic realm. 

of posterity. Progression has the forward and backward asp-; and it 

l~ also implies progress and retrogression. I believe that we could all 

JANUS THE FORGOTTEN G ~ D :  
I sincerely believe that several people in t h ~ s  audience can guess at the 

thrust of this lecture from the topic. However, for the benefit of those who 
might not be able to do so, I would like to crave the indulgence of the Vtce 
Chancellor to make a short digression about an ancient god. The one in 
question was a Roman god. He was called JANUS. He was regarded as 
guardian of gates and doon, and of beginnings 4 d  en&. He was usually 
represented with two faces, probably symbolizing the faces of a door - one in 
front and the other at the back ofthe head. Appropriately, the month of January 
was named afler him. That month as we all how,  can be said, literally, to 
have two faces - one overlooking the old year and the other opened widely on 
the new year. 

What then, it may be asked, is the relevance of this ankient and almost - .--- 

forgotten god to us, to the atomic nucleus or Nuclear Science or human 
existence ? 

Janus and the universal philosophy of existence. 
Eve+ng under the sun, or indeed in the mvene,  has a oeginning 

and will almost surely have an end The time spans involved in these 
beginrungs and ends vary very widely. In the cosmc domain the spans are 
'measurable' in billions ( 109 ) or even trillions ( 1012 ) of years or s~mply 
referred to as eons of time if the time being referred to would, in yean, have 
several zeros after the number 10. In the normal 6r everyday or terrestrial 
domain time spans muld be measured in secmds, minutes, hours, years, or 
tens or hundreds of y e a n  In the nuclear domain however, time spans are 
measurable in extremely&idely diverged scales ranging from extremely (iny 
fractions of a semnd (pim second - 10- 1 2 , nam second - 10-9, micro s m d  
- 10- 6 etc, ) to time scales used in the bsmic domains. 

Our life - giving sun was born 5 billion years ago and is 
likely to die in about 5 billion years from now. Thus, the ultimate 
quer=hingof the sun need not border us or our great grand children 
slnce our own lifespans fall in the normal or ordinary domain. 

2 

\ I  also imagine the creation and destruction aspects of Janus. 
'1 We, individuals, nations and humanity at large, all worship at t .  altar 

of Janus in our everyday lives without realizing it. With a little imagination, 

I we can recog&ze the omni - presence of Janus' hand ln virtually every aspect 
of human activities. On a daily basis, we begin ( or enter gates or doors o f )  
new tlungs [ relztionshps included ] or end (or close gates or doors to) 
things. We take or adopt both progressive and retrogressive adions on the 

same issue or matter at different times; and we create new things and destroy 
some things. Very importantly also, we recogize that there are positive and 
negative aspects to almost all things. 

One of the sayings in J'orubaland is "Meji n' i l&u ; ti a e9 

a si s'ita" . This means simply that a door either opens inward c d. 

The 'inward' or 'ouhvard' aspects of a door ( or indeed of the almost torgotten 
Janus himself ) also mean 'forward' and 'backward' respectively or vice 
versa if we consider the intrinsic nature of a door or the dynamic asp& of 

I going through a door. 
Yor'ubas are not, throughout their history, or as re !If 

folklore and fables, known as devotees of Janusism eve 'I3 

above is Janusian in its meaning in more than one way. saylngs mrn the 
same or similar meanings are likely to occur in some other languages as well. 
Thus Janur toithe-ancient  ont tans, andperhaps to the modem man, could be 
taken to be the expression and recognition of the antithetical nature of man, 
or of existence, or of the nucleus, or of human institutions and creations, 

Before we proceed to look at these and some of the Janusian aspects of 
the nucleus I would lin like to create your indulgence for us to look at 
some simplified fim 11 aspects 
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THE ENTITY CALLED THE NUCLEUS 
The nucleus can be described loosely as one of the smallest fonns of 

matter. Ihe understanding of what a nucleus is may be helped by the following 
diagram: 
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v d r  -+ Eler,.,,,. 
Matter -+ Element 

E l l  ments + Molecules + Atoms Protons 
Nuclei + 

Neutrons 

ling that I las mass, 
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Matter is anyd and volume. It may also be viewed as 
that of which any phys~cal object is composed. It may exist in solid, 

liquid, or gas forms from the point of view of a layman's consideration. Matter 
itself is made up of compounds or elements. While a compound can be 
resolved into simpla substances (or elements ) by ordinaty chemical method, 
an element cannot. An dement is a substance fMt cannot be decomposed 
into more simple substances. 

Compounds or elements are made up of some smaller but mque units 
called molecules and atoms. While a molecule is the smallest portion of an 
element or compound that retains chemical identity with the substance in 
mass, an atom is the smallest particle of an element. 

The atom is made up of an ertremely tiny but relatively massive, 
positively charged, central core called the nucleus that is surrounded by 
negatively charged particles called electrons revolving round it. The electron 
is one of the fundamental particles of nature; and it is very light. The ratio of 
the mass of all the electrons in an atom to its nuclear mass maps from - 1 : 
2OOO(for hydrogen), -l:4000(0xygea),-1:4233(91Tc)to - 1 :  
5000 ( for both =W and 2NOLr ) . Thus, p a r e r  t h  99.5 % of the m s  of 
any atom rresides in its nucleus. 

The nucleus, for the sake of this lecture, is made up of some 
fundamental particla called and nlleutrom! They are be collectively 
ol led  nucleons. 'IXe proton has the same magnitude of charge as the electron 
even though it is positively charged; while the neutron h s no charge. 
Approximately, the proton and the neutron can be taken to ve the same 
mass which is about 2000 times the electronic mass, 

8. 
The atom as a whole is eledricelly neutral since it cartains the same 

number ( q-ual to the atomic nkber,  Z, of ofl atom ) of pmtomslld dedra. 
For a nucleus with mass number A, Ulo number of neutrons in its nucleus is 
(A-Z). 
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I! (a). Properties of Nuclei 
The nucleus is imbued with several propedes. Basically, these fall 

into tsw categories which may sometimes overlap, viz.: time independent ( 
TIP ), and time dependent ( TDP ) properties. 

11  
Some of the common TIP that the layman can readily relate to or 

1 grasp are : size, mass and charge. These as well as the nuclear spin or intrinsic 
angular momentum, isotopic spin, binding energyt energy level scheme, parity 
and symmetry of its state fundon are dictated by the basic properties of its 

r - -  ~ ~7 

FI 
nucleus 

.- ..,h 

for exa 

constituent nucleans. I 

The shape af a nucleus is also one of its definitive TIP. Being a I 
mglomemte of nuclbms, a nucleus can have different shapes even for the 1 
same n u d e r  of nucleons in d~flennt nuclides. It can be spherical or it can 1 
be deformed. ksociated with each type of rhape are electric and magnetic I 
multipole ( dipole, quadrupole, odupole a. ) moments which determine 
how the nucleus interacts with applied electromagnetic fields. 

Among the time dependent properties ( TDP ) of a nucleus ark the type 
of radioactive decay ( , , , internal conversion, or fission ), and artificial 
transmutations ( nuclear reactions )that it is capable of undergoing as well as 
the transitions between its different energy levels. It is to be noted that whrle 
the separations between adjacent energy levels in an atom are of the order of 1 
an electronvolt ( w ) those behveen adjacent levels in nuclei are about lo4 ev I 
to 10 ev ( or 1 Mev ). I 

The distinctive difference behrveen a decay or spontaneous prmss  ( 
and a reaction process depends on whether the total energy of the final system 1 
( E,  ) IS less ( decay ) or greater ( nuclear reaction ) than that of the initial 1 
systeni ( E , ).,The greater the energy difference ( E , - E ) , the greater the i 
transtion rate in each case. While no energy is required for a decay to take I 
d a c e  some enew needs to be furnished for a nuclear reaction to take place. I 

mrn all the preceding, it should be quite clear that the problem of the 1 
is a manv - bodv - mroblem ( MBP ) . It is by no means a simple me  

t-vGI, d e n  we are considering static properties. For example, obtaining a 
simple r ike the mass of a nucleus from those of its components ( 
nucleon! uch a straightforward exercise 2s the case of , say, obtaining 
the total mass ot fifty four oranges and twenty grapfits. The mass of 20 0 , 

dthoseof 12 not just t: 

; nuclear 

he sum 01 

propertie 

F the mas! 

s from th 

;esof8p 

lose of it! 
neutron! 

h 1 aenwng ients, various , 
parameters such as the interactions, laws, principles, and som&mes quantum 1 
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numbers have to be taken into consideration. Several of each of these 
parameters may have to be invoked simultaneously - thus leading to the type 
of complexity that is not to be found in other areas of study including Atomic 
Physics. For example, in addition to the normal complement of four quantum 
numbers involved in almost all atomic physics problems throughout the 
periodic table myriad of other quantum numbers are needed in handling 
some many body problems in Nuclear Particle Physics (High Energy Physics I 
) and Nuclear Physi'cs ( Intermdate Energy Physics ). Some of these are : 
 sos spin, helicity, panty, G - parity, baryon, lepton, hypercharge, strangeness, 
seniority etc. quantum numbers. 

I 

he ingenu 
non eveq 

(b). Size of the Nucleus 
In order to appreciatethe size of thenucl ity involved 1 

in its study, it is useful to consider the sizes of sc day objects 
along with those of atoms and nuclei. 

Oduduwa Hall here can be assumed to h ~msion of about 120' 
x 120' x 50' ( on the average ) whle a fairly mdard' orange has a 
diameter of - 3 inches. Thus about 88 mllion oranges will be required to fill 
it up. An extremely intrepid, indefatigable, indlgent student ( IIIS ) who is I 
'worhng his way through the University' counting oranges at the rate of one 
orangepersecondwillreqldreabout2.8yearrtocoumtheorangesfilling , 
this hall without pausing to eat or sleep or ease himself ! , 

Copper is a medlurn sized atom with a radius of abo* 2 x 10 - lo  m 
while its nucleus has a radius of - 4.8 x 10 - "  m. An average sized c o c w  ( 
a round bacterium ) has a diameter of - 1.0 . Counting the number of copper 

, &om that will fill a coccus will take 50,000 years, while it would require 7.2 
million years by IIIS to'.count the number of Cu nuclei that ,will fill a Cu 
utom counting at the rate of one nucleus peq, second under the condition 

indicated ead~er. Similar operations for the numbers of coppp- fhat 
will fill the volume of an average sized coccus, or that of our standard 
orange will requhe, respectively, and 1.13 x lo l9 yean and 1.27 x 10 32 yean 
! ~ssuming IIIS were pressn at creation ( i.e. begirnir$ of the Universe ) 
and he started his 'aeunic' ma&m opus tha he ~ w l d  s t  yet have finishd 
countmg the ~~b~ of nuclei of mpper that could occupy the volume of an 
orange at this Janusian point between the 2nd and 3rd miilmnia. 

Before we p r o d  to deal with the main thrust ofthis kchue we would 
like to deal briefly with the subjgfs ofte.chmlogy transfer and the ~ @ D Q  of 
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theoretical science studies .in many Third World Countries (TWC). 
nlisconcepti~n about technology, and this neglect is at the bottom of most 0 4 
the woes with which W C  have been, and continur.to be, aflicted with within 
the last several decades. 

I 

IT IS HAR~ER FOR THE HORst lu FOLLOW THE CART I 
The truism of the above is obvious. However, for inexplicable reasons J 

underdeveloped countries (UDC), who are sometimes erroneously or/ 
mischievously called developing countries (Rodney, 1972) believe or are mad 
to believe in the falsity of the statement. If this were not so one would b 1 
completely ai a loss to explain why they ( African, Asian and Latin ~mericarl 
countries ) do some of the things they do or are made to do. 1 

I 

Elusive Grail of Technology Transfer I 
A cade In point of the above is the ever constant yearningfor teclmologj 

trnrisfer when they should be pursuing science transfer. This fruitless pursui ! 
apparently anses out of ignorance or perhaps from an 'induced cutting-comer 
syndrome' (ICCS) A close look at the following definitions of the word 
technology will expose the folly rn the pursuit. 

Technology : 
I. Applicntion of scientific knowl, practical 

purposes in a particular field 
2. Applicntion of scientific knowledge by man to improve' 

the qual~ty  of human life and / or  control his 1 
In a modem sense I enviror 

Applied 

Inlent; or 
I science. 

edge for 

From the above, it is obvious that science is the precursor o'f 
technolo~v. Thus it i s  nx..ni@ess and wasteful to talk of, or pre-occupb 
oneself or country, with the technology of any field without a preceding $ 
proper or sbund foundation in the science of that field. Besides, UDC fail t f' 
realize that the technologv of carrylng out a process can ( and does ) change 
( son,etimesrapidly ) wliilc the science behind the process generally remaids 

table. 
In general, use of products of teclin de el sewh'ere is confus 

In transfer or creation of technology. 
P 

~ple, we use or assemble 

or repair auton~obiles in Nigeria but the technology of ~naking o n e x  I 

itnmul 

to me: 

ology ma 
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technolog 

yet been transferred here in spite of the fact that we have been using vehicles 
for close to ninety years here. The basic science and technology of malung 

It is thus clear whypreoccupanon or concentration with the technology 
of any field without a preceding ( or at the worst con~urrent ) strong 
conamtration in the relevant science, both theoretical and experimental, will 
lead to "erewhan" ( nnnlogies to S. Butler ). 

engine blocks has never been, and probably will never be, transferred since 
the makers are not yet tired of getting the] r 'gan' ' from us. 

Most UDC readily go for technological assistance and projects. In time, 
and in several of these countries the assistance, especially in projects involving 
medium level and high level technologies, do not have lasting &eds or the 
projects soon come to grief due to a myriad of reasons including lack of local 
expertise, lack of spare parts, lack of commitment by the foreign partners, 
escalating costs, and rapid obsolescence of installed machinery ( Amusa, 
1997 ). 

The fact that 1 jcal advarcei depend more and more on results 
of basic research that are gening less and less published in open literature in 
advanced countries points to the need for developing countries to get off 
their hanker for living off the scientific results obtained by others. 

Given the modem meaning of technology, it is very intriguing how 

Bricks are ~ercer mger w de with straw 
One of the costly, common major mistakes being made by third world 

countries, including Nigeria, is that they pay very little or no attention 
whatsoever to theoretical studies or research espeally in the sciences. They 
often fund technology programs without the prior (most important) or 
concomitant funding of both theoretical aGd experimental scientific 
programmes in the erroneous believe that they would master the t&ology 
and make progress. 

For meaningful progress, each c lust aspir te a good 
percentage of the technology it needs. Tr , and P% ell before 
the commencement of the project, it must be wellpmvisionedw~th the requisite 
experts and activity in the scientific field of the proposed technology project. 

To illusdrate the exceedingly great impact of promoting theoretical 
physics studies on mankmd, we shall consider sonre of several theoretical 
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physics discoveries that have been mponsible for the modem world or h u n m  
civilization as we know it today. 

The theoretical formulation of the   ax well's Equations in 
electromagnetism by James Clerk Maxwell in 1864 helped to explain the 
nature of light and the inte ~nship between eledricity and magnetism. 
The equations predicted n a l l y  the existence of radio waves which 
were later confirmed expenmentally by Heinrich Hertz in 1889. Without them, 
our several fields encompassing electromagnetic wave propagation, Radio 
communication, TV, Radar (widely used in military and in aviation industry), 
even telephony, Infbrrnation Technology ( IT ) and other communication 
systems would not have been possible. We should for a second imagine our 
individual or national life without these communication systems. 

Bardeen was until his death in 1991, a Theoretical Physicist and a 
Professor in my former Physics ~epartment; as well as a Professor of Electrical 
Engineering in the same University of Illinois at Urbana, Illinois, USA. He 
was the only man in human history to have received two Nobel Prizes in the 
same field. 

Bardeen u I both the ad the Space Age when 
he invented the transistor theoreticzlly in I r4 I .  n e  later shared a Physics 
Nobel Prize in 1956 with Walter Brattain- and William Schockley who 
fabricated the first device. W~thout the invention, silicon chips, inteprated 
circuits, modem computers, various electronic gadgets like wrist watches, 
robots used for dangerous operations in industry, miniature hearing aids, 
pacemakers for human hearts and others., and would not have been possible. 
Fax, E-mail, IT etc. facilities that have helped to make the world into a global 
village would not have been possible without this theoretical invention also. 
Prior to the invention, a computer capable of doing what an ordinary secondary 
school student's calculator can do would be the size of this Oduduwa Hall 
since it would contain very bulky theminionic vacuum tubes. 

BCS theory on the microscopic aspect of superconductivity also 
fetched Bardeen and two of his post doctoral students, L. N. Cooper and J. R. 
Schrieffer, another Nobel Prize in Physics in 1972. This deals with the 
vanishing electrical resistance of some metals at very low tempera- or 
conduction of electricity at zero resistance. It has opened up a whole wide 
fi~tilre for land transportation with the possibility of bullet 'trains that can 
move at the speeds of jet planes. Japan and France are presently testing models 
of these super fast trains. The power distribution industry, construction of 
huge powerful electromagnets such as might be needed in generation of 
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elazncity through Fusion (the virtually safe process for inexhaustible supply 
of energy in future) are also going to be revolutionized through the application 
of results emanating from the use of BCS theory. 

Anott lark theoretical contribution was by ~ h r i c o  Fermi, a 
Nobel Laurc theorized on the possibility of Nuclear Fission in 1934. 
Eight years I 242 he built and tested the world's first self - sustaining 
nuclear chain reactor or simply the world's first nuclear xeactor at the 
University of Chcago in the US. 

It is obvious from tlte preceding tlzat several tltings rlzat defne the 
modern world as we know it, or define tlte level ofpresent world civilization, 
or define our level of material comfort, or that even define our modes of 
business transactions, or de/ne itow we relate to, our families, friends and 
relations originatedfrom results of tile Tlreoretidql PIrysics~iscoveries of 
J. C. Maxwell, Jolrn Bardeen, and Enrico Fermi It is thus clear that 
investment in Theoretical Pltysics studies and wsearc4 can be very 
rewarding and even open up entirely new industries and businesses in any 
county. W l e  it is recogtllsed that not all Theoretical Physics &search results 
and activities have land shaking consequences as those considered above, it 
is obvious, especially in very serious countries ( both developed and 
developing ) that Theoretical Physics helps to do some or all oythe following 
and thus contribute significantly to national security and national development: 

~ve the quality of physics being impart€ 
e country, 

11 NUCLEAR SCIENCE STUDIES 
I Nuclear Physics is one of the most fertile gr&nds for the display of 

human ingenuity. Some of the smallest known objects in the universe, as 
indicated above, are routinely studied both theoreticallv and emenmentally 
in the field; and vast arrays of results that have led to the redefinition and 

I understanding of our world have been obtained. 
Our knowledge of the cosmos - in terms of the age, composition, history 

and lifetimes of the planets, stah, and galaxies.etc. - got tremendous boost 
1 from the study of Nuclear Physics. For instance, Hans Bethe, a Nobel Laureate 
1 in Physics, discovered that our life - giving sun and indeed all the stars are 

I driven by nuclear processes and reactions. 
On ?he terrestrial plane, nuclear study 11 other results) 
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-I,-- e. I. N U G I C ~ ~  ,merimentation 
Experime ear studies involve loolang at nuclear particles at 

enormous energ xleqges involved in low energy nuclear studies are 
several millio~l rlrrnGa those encountered in atomic processes or 
experimentation f the primary devi fieving these enormous 
energies in diffe s of nuclear studit ~cton, accelerators, and 
some s u p a  - ~ I I I Y C X S .  h e  latter have been urea to provide, particles with 
energies comparable to those found in stars ( our sun is a small main sequence 
star ! ) and in cosmic rays or some extra terrestrial sources. 

Without accelerators, several nuclear experiments requiring high 
cnexgies would n& be possible. Atypical nuclear experiment could be regarded 
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as a scattering process of the form: 
P, + N , ;  N, + P, + Q  

where P, ( i = 1 =projectile, and i = 2 = ejectile ) and N, ( 
j = 1 = target nucleus, and j = 2 = daughter or residual nucleus ) and Q 
is the energy released or absorbed in the readion process. In order to cany 
out an experiment such as is indicated above, one typically needs: an 
accelerator, beam transport system, and a detectc* 

2. Theoretical Nuclear Ph 
Nuclear theory is one of the veritable and very fertile playgrounds for 

Quantum Mechanics (QM) which is a very powerfir1 theoretical tool for 
Modem Physics. Indeed no other area of Modem Physics has such diverse 
and ramifying use of QM as nuclear physics. 

Nuclear problems are in general MANY BODY problems and are 
therefore extremely large and very complicated. These a s p a  arise because 
a nucleus has many particles or nucleons, each of which has several degrees 
of freedom or parameters, quantum numbers etc. ( or several properties, using 
a layman's language ) i.e. the properties of a nucleus arises from the 
'interadions' of all these parameters of the constituent nuclbns. Given this, 
theoretical nuclear problems are some of the largest problems known to man. 

A problem aimed at eliciting some of the properties of a new isotope, 
of say a light ( or small ) nucleus such as W O ,  for example, using shell model 
theory (SMT) and using no further approximations will take 15 to 20 years to 
complete by a very hardworking, knowledgeable, and infollibbk ( HKI) young 
Ph.D (TNP) work in^ bv hand ( i.e. no computer ) day and night with no 
sleep and no time taken out for food, and other conveniences ! Such are the 
sizes and concomitant complexities of problemstencountered in TNP that 
they would have been insoluble or intractable but for the use of extremely 
huge and superfast computers coupled with the usiof very insightful theories. 
The history of the development, size, and speed of compWrs &mot be 
divorced from the ever escalating needs of TNP to solve some class of many - body problems. In addition to this, several softwares that are how routinely 
used in diverse areas of reseapch originated from TNP studies. 

. . 

I BRIEF NOTE ON hW SOJOURN AS A NUCLEAR PHYSICIST 
I received my Ph.D. in emerimentd nudead~hvsics ( ENP ) in 1 97 1 

at the ~hversity of Illinois, Urbana, USA after my B.S. ( Engineering) and 
M.A. ( Physics ) degrees at Columbia University, New York, USA I intended 
to continue with ENP on my amval in Nigeria in 1972 but I had to retrain 
myself and switch to theoretical nuclear ~hvsics ( TNP ) on being infonned 
at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria that there was no way I d d  get the type 
of money I needed for resear& in EN?. Professor Abdus Salam, the 1979 
Nobel Laureate in Physics facilitated my &orts in this diredon by inviting 

1 me to the lnternatianal Center for Theoretical Physics ( ICTP ), Trieste, 
Italy in September 1 973. 

My plan was to continue theoretical work, help to build an adive group 
in this area, ihen commence simple, cost & d v e  experimental work as money 
became available, and hopefblly, adive and full blown ENP groups can result 
from these efforts. This projection also happens to dovetail with the usual 
steps in the development of nuclear science or plasma physics in an)i country 
aiming at serious efforts in these fields. Countries like the US, Canada, India, 
and Brazil followed this pattem of development in these and other areas. 
Unfortunately, owing to the unusual politicization of nuclear science matters 
on our campuses and elsewhere this pattem of development never came to 
pass in nuclear research in Nigeria. 

I visited ICTP on International Atomic Energy Agency ( IAEA ) 
fellowships several times since my first contact there. I was made an Associate 
from 1 984 to 1993. I also visited Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), a 
high powered US government research center in 1980 when I was on sabbatical 
leave. There Ilworked on some nuclear structureproblems. I was subsequently 
made a Visiting Research Associate from 1981 to 1991 

I published my first theoretical nuclear physics paper 
in 1975 in Nuclear Physics journal. Since 1973 I had 
published several theoretical nuclear physics Technical 
Reports at both the International Center for Theoretical 
Physics in Italy and at Argonne National Laboratories m the 
US. The areas m which I had published journal articles since 
I started TNP research are: 

nuclea 
norma 

,ns - I worked mostly on absolute 
of sinde nucleon transfer readion ( 
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o nucleon transfer reaction ( TNTR ) and 
n trasfer reaction ( 3NTR ) cross-sections 

W I ~ I ~  v~s~urted Wave Born Approximation ( DWBA ) 
ory and different nuclear ~nteractions. The results 
tained resolved some d~fficulties In the theoretical 

of experimental data. Some of my publications 
in this area are: Amusa ( 1975 ), and Amusa ( 1980 a ). 

Ouasi-depenerate Hamiltnnians and some s-d and 2p- 
If nuclei - the low - lyli~g collect~ve states of some 

-lei m these shells were studied with a new modified 
lrtree - Fock approximation approach that my 
league, Prof. S. K. Sharma, and I introduced for 
arged mo s. lmpro~ ; were obtained 
the cases ed: Amu: iarma ( 1976 ) 

-.A A m a  ana anarma ( 198C - ,. 
dies of some light and medium heavy nuclei - The 
dear shell model theory was used to study the high 

states of some medium heavy and neutron deficient 
uclei like 99Nb,wZr, 91 Tc, 94 Ru, 95 Rh, A d  97 Rh. Also 
le effects of intruder or core -excited4p-2h and 6p-2h 
'*tes in some oxygen isotopes were considered. Some 

cations o re: Amusa and Lawson 
usa and L 983a); Amusa (1 985a); 

~ ~ l u s a  ( I ra5b); Segel, Amusa et al(1989); and Am*- 
(19 

n these a 
,awson (1 
* .  

red iesult! 
;a and Sf 
l h \  

.=-uld like to comment bnefly ull JU111d deve1m1~1~1~ UIG -~cse 
of lrch as a theoretical nuclear physicl'sl 

work on 91 Tc produced the first kna um on the nucleus. 
Dr. Lawson and I in the US, worked concurrently wth the; experimenters, 
Paolo Blasi and E. Nolte and others of the Munich - Florehce group who 
were w o r k  in Europe. Our results helped them to identify the experimental 
levels and hunt for the electromagnetic transitions in the nucleus. Their results 
agreed with our predictions except for a few transitions. Thej. informed us on 
this; we checked our theory and informed them some weeks later that they 
would find the transitions. They still could not find them; we checked our 
work again, confirmed the existence of the transitions and requested them to 
carefully check their work. They did and confirmed all our predictions except 
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the E2 transition from the 4112 - to the 3712 -stat is a very weak 
transition. The two papers were both publi ' Zeitschrie fur 
Physik A - Atoms and Nuclei. 

Another highlight in my career as a trieoretlpal nuclear physicist was 
the research. o r  nchng of magnetic transition strengths in inelastic 
scattering to so in *' Si which culminated in a publication in Physics 
Review Lette'rs wmcn 1s the physics journal noted for publishng pointers to 
new developments in Physics worldwide [Amusa and Lawson (1983 b)]. The 
paper dispelled the requirement for the inclusion of non-nucleonic degrees 
of freedom tq explain these trarisitions in some nuclei. Our work was a major 
highlight in t b ~  nuclear physics community in ihe US in the summer of 1982. 
Several pape'is, all referring to our work and based on our theory have since 
been writt&ind published in international journals since 1983. 
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NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND MANKIND 
Nuclear science as a discipline started in 1911 with the correct 

theoretical interpretation of the Geiger - Marsden - scattering experiment by 
Rutherford. Th~s  was thefirst nuclear theory of the atom an gave a 
quantitative .value for the relative sizes of a nucleus and its us was 
followed in '79 1 3 by the discovery of isotopes by J. J. Thom 

ndmarks in the development of nucl 
191 9 Demonstration of induced n on 
by Rutherford 

1932 ry of the ,y Chadwick 

1932 P ( neut )ton ) hypothesis by 
H e i s e n u ~ ~ ~  

1934 Enrico 1 theory on the possibility of 
nuclear fission 

i 1939 Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman, two Austrian 
physicists, demonstrated the fissionability of 
Uranium nucleus by neutrons 

i 1942 Enrico Fenni started TEE NUCLEAR AGE 
when he built and tested the first Nuclear 

. Reactor in a converted Squash Court a t ,  
University of Chicago 
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o decommissioning of nuclear reactors after their 
useful life - spans, and 

e the problem of the bomb - both nuclear and 
thermonuclear. 

A br jeration c ' these is as follows: ief consic 

1. Man-made Radiation Problem 
The spontaneous emission of energy by a body is what is called 

radiation. The energy emission could be in form of some rays ( visible or 
invisible ) or some particles. Radiation sources fall into two categories, viz: 
natural, and man-made or artificial sources. Most of the radiation from the 
application of nuclear energy are of the second land Lt least with respect to 
the location of the application. (We shall have cause to consider natural 
radioad?ity later in this lecture). 

Several usefid nuclear processes such as those that take place in nuiclear 
reactors, accelerators and in some nuclear reactibns lead to the release of 
various forms of radiation. The fact that nuclear radiations are not visible, 
coupled with the fact that some of them ( - rays, and - rays ) are so penetrating 
and / or destructive to living matter accounts for the justified awe and revulsion 
with which the average person views anythlng emitting or involving radiation. 
The f a d  ihat a myriad of diseases such as cancer, leuk a etc., and genetic 
mutations are known to be capable of being caused by hi and perhaps low 
levels of radiation also contribute to these fears. 

3 
+he process of generating energy in existing reactors the fission 

Pl lnvolve the release of copious amounts of radiation in addition to 
th n of several radioactive isotopes some of whi& have very long 
hart - lives running into thousands of years. The containment of the radiation 
and the radioactive wastes released have receivyd serious attention in nuclear 
energy generation. &dioadivity produced by radon gas in mines or produced 
by uranium tailings in or near old uranium mines also add to man - made 
radioactivity in the environn lent 

2. Problcm of Nuclear Accidenb 
Nuclear accidents can be of various fonns depending,on the processes 

involved. It w d d  be, as in _the case of a reactor, it could be due to the failure 
of any of the different parts in the reactor system - including the control rods, 

or the pipe system for the coolants or cracks in the containment vessel or the 
reactor building Other forms of nuclear accident could be due to development 
of cracks in or loss of sealed radioactive sources used in various salutary 
nuclear application processes or the malfunctioning of some radiation - 
producing device such as x - ray machnes. 

The end results of such accidents in a reactor or elsewhere could be 
the release of radioactivity into the environment - the air, the soil, rivers and 

I lakes near, and sometimes hundreds of kilometers from the reactor or nuclear 
.. . application device. In some cases, both a 

lived 
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i 3. Nuclear Wastes Problem 

Simply, nuclear waste is the end pr~ C some nuclear 
material in some (nuclear) application process. m general, most of these waste 
products are radioactive and invariably remajn so for several years or even 
millions of years in some cases. In marly &ses these bye-products have no 
know1 uses and hence need to be disposed of. Even in cases where these by- 
products could be useful, the technology of extractingthem is I n o w  
or prohibitively expensive or comnercially unaffordable. 

Unfortunately for the Nuclear Industry and perhaps the wona, ~ u c l e a r  
Waste Disposal (NWD) was not gven much attention or the : that it 
deserved right from the inception of the Nuclear Age. Thrs r ission 
or negligence is responsible for the accumulation of several b..,. .,.zl and 
low - level nuclear waste me of 
these wastes are current 3r the . reactor or in some rernott: are as^ 

I countrit 
tempora 

3s of the \ 
ry sites I 

either unE 

attention 
najor om 
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world. So 
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The' Bc bmb and I other F 
The problems of nuclear science as perceived by the layman could be 

said to have its source in the fact that the first applications were for military 
use or for very destructive purposes as represented by the Atomic Bomb and 
then the Hydrogen Bomb. The peaceful applications which far outnumber 
the destructive ones in the present day world came much later. 

In line with the latter viewpoint, it is feared , correctly or incorrectly , 
that tlie explosion of a few super nuclear ( tission or thennonuclear ) bombs 
in a tilajor nuclear world war or some series of unusual major nuclear accidents 
could lead to the extinction of man and perhaps other living things on this 
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planet. Some of the other problems associated with nuclear power generation 
as-uietl as with the decommissioning of a nuclear power plant after its useful 
lifetime include the huge costs of money involved in both aspeds. 

B. POSITIVE JANUSIAN FACE'OF NUCLEAR 
SCIENCEAPPLICATIONS: 

Hardly any aspect of lifc dvanced country , and increasingly in 
many developing countries, is not touched by the diverse fields of applied ' 

nuclear science. The most commonly known application is for generation of 
electricity. Other diverse fields of application include industry, medicine, 
agriculture, teaching and research; ~lydrology, criminology, photogammetry, 
archeology etc. A brief consideration of some of these fields would seem to 
be appropriate at this point. 

1. plications in Power Generation 
1 - wide the percentage of electricity generated in 199 1 by nuclear 

fission reactors was 17 % and the figure is increasing in spite of the unceasing 
a r  enew 
gest sour 
.Ec-+-l - 

crusade against nuclc Y. 
The single lav ce of energy in .Europe is Nuclear Energy. It 

accounted for 32 % ol LVLIIl a ie tg  supplied in 1990. As'at December 1994, 
France, Lithuania, united Kingdom, Belgium, Spain and b e n t i n a  generate, 
respectively, 75.29 %, 76.37 % ,25.79 % , 55.77 % ,34.97 % and 13.77 % : 
The corresponding figures for the United States, Russia, and South Africa 
are 21.98 % , 11.39 % , and 5.69 %, respectively. 

It is to be noted that even with the fears of dangers of radiation and of 
wastes disposal , the excellent safety records of nuclear facilities, the 
containment of its wastes so far, and the f a d  that no gr&ouse gases ( 
carbon dioxide, methane, 'and chlorofluorocarbons [ CFCs j ).get released 
into the atrnosvhere qre some of the weighty points considered in favour of 
nuclear enel ma1 cou 

radiographs made by high energy ganuna rays from 
some nuclear sources. 

Gamma rays and X - rays from radioactive sources are' 
used to detect the smallest defects in turbine blades, 1 
high pressure steam boilers and other potentially 1 dangerous machinery. These haveguaranteed reduction 
in mechanical failure of these devices and thus 1 
contribute to reduction of accidents. I 

Nuclear radiation has also been used to sterilize packaged 1 
food items totensure long shelve lives. 

Qualities of such industrial droducts as steel, mbber, 
petroche~nicals, fertilizers etc are enhanced by using 1 
nr~cleonic controls. 

Radiation techniques are also used in synthesizing 
cheniicals grid in detecting composition of wines, rivers 
.(,fot.pdkftion tests ) etc 

Use in well-login% and in leak detection in pipelines 1 
in the oil industry 1 

3. Medical ~ ~ ~ l i c a t i o n s  
Onc of tlie most distinctive rearures of hlodern rieolclne as compa!ed 

to medical practice'6f about 60 years ago is the diverse appll&tion of nucl d, r 
science in the field. Consequent upon this Nuclear Medicine is now bn 
important specialty in niost niodem Medical Schools abroad. Some of he 
uses of Nuclear Science in medicine are as follows: 

4 
. Radiation is used in Cobalt therapv to treat about one- I ,  

half of all cancer patients. Also, cancer cells have been 1 
detected in patients in a diagnostic pr~cedure involving 1 
tlie use of '""' Tc which has affinity for cancer cells 
and is unstable and soon decays within the patient. 1 

2. lndustjial Applications 
The applications of NST in industry are so diverse that one can just 

mention a few in a ledure likethis. A few of these applications are as follows: 
- Machinery such as jet planes, high speed trains or cars 

are routinely tested for strength and reliability by 
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Radioisotopes have also been used to determine the 1 
amount of body protein in an individual with the aim 1 
of diagnosing such ailments as  cancer, AIDS, 
nialn~~trition diseases and trauma wused by surgery ) 

Radioisotopes are used in research to investigatd 1 
2 1 I 



metabolic pathways of elements normally found in the 
- body as well as in the study of hemodynamics and 

cardiac shunt studies. 
Radiation and radioactive rilarlridfiuticals have become 
prominent diagnostic tools in medicine in several 
advanced countries. Before the utilization of radioactive 
materials in Nuclear medicine, doctors often relied on 
exploratory surgery or educated guesses to diagnose 
patients. Nowadays, it is routine for doctors to inject 
minute quantities of radioactive chemicals into patients 
to examine the health of organs, locate tumors, detect 
malfunctions of the tyroid glands, .and determine the 
chehcal balances in the body. 

Penetrating radiation is a much more effective-sterilizing 
agent for medical supplies than traditional agents such 
as heat or disinfectants. Besides,'lthe use of radiation ts 
also more reliable and t ~ealth safety for the 
patients. 

* Use of several radionuclides such as 123 1. 201 71 l1 r 
In, 67 Ga, R1mKr, l5 0, I3TV, and l R  F ( \ es 
* for medical studies. 
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,pplicati tgriculti 
The use or nuclear science applicatlo,., a3iculture is very great and 

has led to a tremendous boost in world food supply. Radiation techruques 
have been used to improve the health of farm animals and crops and thus to 
keep down food prices in some advanced countries. Also specific,pFob&s 
in irrig il fertilit) s, plant breeding, animal bre&Ang, ~ n s e a  
and pe 11, food p on, agrochemicals and pesticide residues 
can now oe solved using nuclear techruques. There is no doubt that some 
develq ltries thal dic food shortages due to floods 
or drau mefit frc 8 of these and several other nuclear 
techniq 

5. Other Diverse Application 
Nuclear science applications ario Lwr utinely used in 

several other fields especially in advanced countries. it 1s now used in 

criminology because it allows for the possibility of solving cases that might 
not otherwise have been solvable. Also, radioactive isotopes and nuclear 
techniques have been used in hydrology to investigate both surface and ground 
water supplies with great dividends. The age and origin of groundwater water 
lying deep beneath the land surface in arid areas wuld be established when 
these investigations are coupled with studies in environmental isotopes. 
Isotope techques could also be used to investigate difficult problems such 
as finding salt-free groundwater supplies for cities near coastlines like Lagos, 
Ere, Port-Harcourt or on islands. Also nuclear science applications have found 
very wide usage in assessin 
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6. Spin-offs from nuclear  lecnnology 

Thousands of spin - offs have been m continue to be made 
from nuclear science and technology in vario~ nuclear fields. A few 
examples are 

the development of a porous ceramic piece used in 
cardiac pacemakers from the technology. used in the 
nuclear industry in developing SYNROC - a man - made 
material that is to be used in storage of radioactive 
wastes from the nuclear industry. 

The discipline of risk and reliability analysis which grew 
from developments in nuclear science applications 

Based on extensive knowledge in handling 
nvironmental and health implications of uranium 
lining a high level of expertise has been developed td 

9 nalyze the stability of dams, tailings, movement of 
heavy met, , environment and the optin 

a of other nc a r  mining operations. 
Various equiv~i~tal~ like multichannel analyzers u s w  111 

iverse fic 
uclear ph 

imental 

re now ro . - .  

ON NUC NEED FC LANCED VIEW 
APPLICATIONS 

There is no doubt whatsoever about the seriousness and genuneness 
of some of the mispvings and fears expressxi about some akpeds of nuclear 
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science applications. However, we need to ask at this junction whether the 
world would be taking greater or unusual risks in the pursuit of scientifically, 
sound, and steps - tested and well - supervised nuclear science applications? 

It is useful to note'some very important fads about human existence at 
this point : 

hardly any human activity does not 
involve some risks. 
at the commencement 2nd close to the 
historical beginning of any human 
activity the risks always usually appear 
enormous to the extent-that any sensible 
and reasonable human at that historical 

-e would 
~ment of 1 

be aver 
the new : 

rther junctul 
develop 

Existence is all about Ris 
The preceding statements may -ather sweeping and pehaps 

exaggerated. Or, are they ? Let us quic~ly look at a few human and 1 or 
biological. activities to see the truth or otherwise of these statements. 

ika 
appear I .. I 

Ubiquity of Natural Radiation 
We all fear radiation; yet we cannot live without some forms of 

radiation. Heat and light are forms of radiation without which our very 
existence on h s  planet will be quite doubtfbl. No doubt our fear of radiation 
seems justified moreso as there are other forms of radiation to which our 
senses are not sensitive. These types of radiation ( alpha, beta, or gamma ) 
which are mually what the layman refers to, o; calls radiatim emanate fKrm 
radioactive substances as well as f r d  cosmic rays. 

Nuclear radiation is ubiquitous. It is everyhere at every time on earth 
and indeed in the universe. It is in the air we breathe, the water we drink, in 
the soil , in our houses and offices, in our bones and muscles, and it in our 
food and in everythrng we use. 

Each of us is bombarded by about 15,000 gunma partides persecond 
h r n  cosmic raysand from radioactive minerals in the earth's crust assuming 
natural radioachrity exposure is 0.1 rem / year. 

The materials with which we build our houses - bricks, sand- blocks, 
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stones, sand, cement etc. - nre all radioactive to some extent ~ ~ d i ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  
radon gas ( formed as the metal radium [ Ra U6 ] decays in a normal brick 
house ( not to talk of a stone house ) could expose its occupant to an annual 
dosage of 150 - 300 mi' 2,500 to 45,000 g 
particles per second ! 

In order to protect ourse :onstant and unceasing 

bombardments whether from the inside or outside of our homes, if we like, 
and we do not mind the consequanial clumsiness and the attendant heat, we 
can wear met01 - lined clothing or even metal clothing ( 77 n ba fe, a Ie 190 

7, ewtt inn, bobata inn, ki a si tunde~i la  inn pelt! ) ! This will not, however, 
save us totally from natural radioactivity no matter the cost of our clothe and 

) the ingenuity of our ' metal - clothe - designer ' 
Everyone of us is intrinsicallv radioactive just as every other animal or 

plant is. Each of us has radioactive potassium ( K ) and radioactive carbon 
in our muscles just as we each have radioactive radium and polonium in our 
bones. Equally, we all have radioactive noble' eases and tritium in our lung. 
The radioactivity of each of us can be detected by very sensitive radiation 
meter. 

We cannot do anythmg about our intrinsic radioactivity moreso as each 
one of us, on the average, ingests about 0.1 Ci ( microcurie ) of K 40 daily in 
our food beside some other naturally occurring radionuclides in our drinks. 
Thus each of us is bombarded from inside bv 3.000 to 5,000 beta and gamma 
particles per second. 

5 

, well - pr 
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isks in Living in House( 

3 Livlng in our snug or cosy rovisioned, modem orold house, is 
also a risky business if we care tc, I I I ~ ~ ~  closely than we are used to. The 

I chances of accidents from electric shocks, fire, pollution from cooking gas or 
kerosene stoves, household chemicals etc. are quite high to the extent that 
most people might want to live in the open air ifthey wereto be well - informed 
about the statistical figures about how living in their homes affect their health 
and possibly lifespans. Needless to say, living in the opm air is equally a 
nsky business. An eight - year old child could educate anyone on the risks ( 
hypothermia. heatstroke, exposure to rain and storms, snake or insect bite, 
attack by wild animals etc. ) that could be involve ' : - total open air living. 



3. Nutrition Risks 
Eating or nutrition, recognized everywhere as a desirable activity for 

most living things, involves some risks. The risk of not gett~ng proper or 
adequate or the right 'food' exists for all living tlungs. A seed may fall in the 
wrong type of soil and thus fail ,to germinate properly just as some other 
living things inay be unlucky to find themselves in the wrong environment. 

The process of discovering and adopting new itens of food for humans, 
as I believe that we could all imagne, involved some risks. Equally, eating 
established food items could also be risky since they can contain stray 
chemicals that could pose health hazards. 

There is also risk involved in the actual human eating process. A morsel 
could get in the windpipe instead of into the gullet in the case of a man; or a 
herbivore could eat the wrong plant or wind up in the itomach of a carnivore 
while foragng for food; or a voracious carnivore with an inordinate hunger 
and deranged sense of judgement could receive a mortal gore or a crushing 
blow from a big herbivore or an elephant all in a bid to eat. In orderto lessen 
the risk of choking in the case of man, one is advised not to take big mouthfuls 
or big morsels, or not to talk whle eating, or not to wolf down ones food no 
matter how delicious the food or how hurried one might be to eat 

4. Risks in Transportation 
Moving from one place to the other involves some r i s b  - usness 

of the risks depends on the mode of transportation under cor n For 
normal road transportation in an advanced country like the US me cnances of 
being involved in an automobile accident in a 50 kilometer journey is about 
1 in 100. The corresponding figure for Nigeria with all the bad roads, old 
rickety vehicles, rusty tohmbo vehicles, fake auto parts, und~pciplined drivers 
and other road users, unlicensed or fake - licenaed drivers, drivers with 
undocumented or untreated impairment that do not allow for safe driving 
would make one shudder. It could be anywhere between 1 : 50 optirnisti~-llv 
or 1 : 20 realistically. 

Traveling by train is equal1 vhat with collisions, derailr 
jumping off tracks etc. that occll~ su ~tgularly that they tlo longer always 
make the national or international news headlines. Whole cowtry - sides 
have been devastated by dangerous chemicals, gases and substances from 
train derailments. The Bho~al, India train derailment of a few years ago 
led to over ten thousand deaths and several hundreds af other casualties 

ly risky \ 
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as result of the deadly chemicals carried on i t  
Travel by air is also risky even though it is not as bad as that of road 

and train transportation if the risks are considered in terms of events -per 
million - man - lalometers. The danger of exposure to radiation in air travel 
is also there - even though tlus is no to th(1a)man. A single plane 
journey from Lagos to  London coul : each passenger to about 7 
millirems ( of radiation ) which coula oe considered in terms of its danqer 
It ez out I0 m cposure fc Dr a chest 

A 

: x - ray. 

5. KISKS in Conventional rower beneraxlon 
Electricity generated from coal and otlrerfossilfuels causes emission 

of noxious wses which cause air ~ollution, acid rain, and depletion of-e 
ozone besides contributing to the .weenhouse effect. Coal power plants also 
emit radioactivity into the en ~t from th :rals usually 
found with doal as impuritie 

Hydroelectricity as a source ot power has ~ t s  drawbacks In the restriction 
of its plant location, its requirement of large : nd and the damage / 
alterations of local ecology u:;ually for the w I the very grave nsk 
involved in failures of dams 

le radioac 
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Intrepidity of Man and his Inventions 
A close look at most human inventions and new actlvit~es : ~ t  their 

commencements shows that they all have some common features that reveal 
the true spirit and nature of man. He is irrepressible, and constantly disposed 
I 
to taming , improving and conquering lus environm&t and fac~litating 111s . 

efficiency and chances of survival on t h s  planet. A few examples, drawn for 
convenience from the transportation sector at tlus uoint will suffice: 

1. Harne lorses for Trave 
The tlrst enorts to harness horses tor transportation cannot be sald to 

be easy and smooth sailing. Thousands, or perhaps millions, of human bones 
( including neck bones ) were broken, several kicks were received from rear 
or front hoofs, even some biting were received before our ancestors mastered 
the horse for transportation . Man never gave up; he learnt from h es, 
made necessary adjustments and ( perhaps ) atonement ( to the hc ]at 
they became calmer and more disposed to him ) until he could, some mousands 
of years ago, almost uneventfully ride horses. It is now possible to count 
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the pursuit of nuclear scienh applications with an open mind and wth less 
emooon and paranoia as had been the case for some years now. 

The following pertinent question arises from considering Section 
Do we advocate for fear ofpneumonia, canceq accidents, collapse bjdnmr, 
acid rains andgreenrhousegascs, aposure to natural radioactivity outside 
or the intrinsic radioactivity in our bones and muscles that we should 
respective& never breathe again, nor eat, nor trqvel by train or road or by 
air; norgeneraie etectticity by ky&oeIectricplonts or by coal or fossil fueled 
plants, nor xwlk A the open aiq nor live in houses, or that we shouldget rid 
of all the bones and muscles in our bodies f Of course, we would nevet do 
such things. We routinely or normally accept the risk involved in each human 
activity or process in the full r&tion of our earlier statement that life or 

: is a series of risk 
order to have a f: :lear science 

ons, it is also usd ~siaer ~ n e  amruae of man towards most 
epochal developments ( such as those in St above ) in his march 
through time. It is useful to note that the point tl be made for contirmed 
pursuit of nuclear science applications ( for energy purposes, especially, 
since applications tields are somewhat more acceptable by man ) is 
obvious from the t ediately preceding examples in that sub - section. 

The above i )e misunderstood as advocating that it is all right 
to recklessly overburden thc ment with afificlally generated or man 
- made radiation and radioi I1 in the name of reaping the beaefits of 
applied nuclear science . F: . All we are advocatmg is that we must 
not focus on one danger whle Ignoring others nor must we be ~uolitotive in 

ng *gel ne sources while being qudaative about b g e r  
p a r ? i ~ l a  What is good for the goose is good for the gander. 

we snoud use the - same scale' based on cold statistical facts, the usefidness 
and the records oi dents of each h h a n  activity or inverdion or 
human-motivated 1 r even natural process right from its inception in 
judgtng its hther pursut and / or sc Ice. 
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.JUGLEAR ENEROY AND THE FUTURE-OF MAN 

Human existence on planet earth, apparartly, cannot be ed without an assured mew supply to cam m a n ' ~ t i v a r i o u s  acuvltres or 
needs. While most other animals and plarits can survive*in their [pyl 
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environments by depending solely on the cycle of energy supplied in various 
forms by the sun ( primary channel of energy on earth ), man in most of the 
locations where he lives needs additional forms af energy or man - 
rechannelled energy to survive. 

These rechannelled forms come frbm directly burning of wood, mal, - . .. 

gas and other organic materials, from some chemicals, or mechanically as in 
water from water falls used in turning wheels, as well as from electricity 
which a u l d  be generated in various ways. Coal, oil, wood, gas and chemicals 
have been used in generating eledricity. Equally, hydroelectric dams, solar 
aw, tidal waves. aeothermal heat, and nuclear reactors have been used for 

ofthe of 
exhauste 

P n r ~  

thG same purpc 
Ap:irt fl energy and nuclear fusion energy , all other sources 

of additional 01 lLIPll - ,,lade or man - generated or man - rechannelled energy 
are limited, quantitatively, in their availability; or are limited and also locat~on 
- dependent. A look at the accompanying fig. 1 (McMullun el. a l j  shows the 
consumption and projected aqilability of reserves for some energy sources. 

Gven the fact that man or one of his very close ancators had been in 
wstence for about a million years and assuming ( very optimistically and to 
drive home a point ) that he would be around for another one million years, 
most her natural sources ( oil, coal, gas etc. ) of energy would have 
been d at the present rate of use as indicated in the figure referred to 
abov,. -... Avably, the hydmeledric, geothermal, tidal, and wind energy 
sources will be inadequate for man's use just as they are inadequate now 
unless the world population were to be radically reduced. 

One could envisage a situation where &l of the energy needs of man 
will be supplied through solar energy were all the sources men'tioned above 
to dry up. This would either entail covering a huge percentage of the earth 
surface with super &dent solar collectors or photovoltaic cdls such as are 
still to be invented or it would entail diverting a great percentage ofthe sun's 
energy to the earth ( at a great risk - as flora and fauna may dry up ) 

World energy consumption has been escalating at astronomical or far 
greater rate than the world population growth rate. For instance, while the 
world population has increased fourfold since 1850 the correspgnding energy 
consumption has grown twenty Fold ( IAEA publication Ref. No. 14 ) Thus 
a projection of energy supply : rent level of consumption in about 
four hundred years ( not to men1 ullion years ) from now is obviously 

~r the cur 
ion one n 

a realistic. 
Several nuclear sciaitists and engineers bdim that nuclear energy 
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Figure 1.3. Possible fuel consumption, levels and projected 
availability of reserves 
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I 
has to supply a large percen?aze of the world eneqy needs for human survival. 
Fission reaktors are presently supplyng more than 37 % of the total world 
electricity needs and are capable of doing more. 

The development of fast breeder reactors in which the fissile fuel 
plutonium - 239 ( Pu 239a ) is manufactured in the reactor from U 238 ( 99.3 % 
natural occurrence ) as opposed to the use of uranium - 235 ( U 235 - which 
comprises 0.7 % of naturally occurring uranium ) in regular fission reactors 
is also a major plus for the use of nuclear energy. Plutonium can be sourced 
from the existing world reserve in Uranium for the next 100,000 years. 

An even more attractive development is the existence of FUSION 
REACTORS even though these are still to be made commercially viable as 
energy supply sources. The inexhaustible occurrence bf the needed fuels and 
the fact that-they are free from man-made radioactivity unlike fission reactors 
makes them part of the 'heavenly-sent' sol&on to the world energy supply 
problems. The IAEA is encouraging international co-operation in fusion 
research; and the largest international collaboration on it is the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ( ITER ) Project. It was formed in 

I 1987 and tt involves the European Community, the Russian Federation, Japan 
and the United S1 

Once fusia ( around the miadle of 
the next millenium ) In terms or energy supply on a large scale, we would 
actually be "tapping energySor our needs as it is done in the heavens. " Our 
sun and most of the stars are vastly efficient fusion reactors that have been 
supplying energy for billions of years , and are in most cases, still capable of 
supplying energy for more billions of years. The seemingly inexhaustible 
supply of energy of about Nz ioules ver second obtainable from our sun is 
nuclear in oripjn. A primary source of the energy is the proton - proton cycle 
which is a fusion process involving H ions to form helium. The enormous 
energy burst above is equivalent to convertingten billion kilograms of uranium 
completely into energy per second or of burning approximately three mil!ion 
billion (3.03 x 10 ") tons of coal pet second. Assuming the entire earth ( 
mass = 5.93 x 10 24 kg) were made of coal, it would take, about 22 days to 
brim it to produce the amount of energy generated in the sun in one second ! 

A religio - philosophical pun of a question could be asked at this 
point with due apology to our religious authorities as no blasph&ny is intended. 
'Assuming that we. as humans. find it easy to operate at the level of szoodness 
found only in heaven. must we on account of ~reiudice or fear of faulty 
attempts or begirnings, or known miscorlce~tions refuse to do so ? From a 
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available in Nigeria over two d ~ d e s  ago. Given the length of time that has 
elapsed, Nigeria should be in a position where it is able to train and graduate 
several Ph.D and M.Sc. candidates per annum in several areas of NR if she 
had followed an ordered and time-tested scheme of development in the 
drscipline as had happened in several ( advanced and developing ) countries 
with meaningfkl nuclear programmes. As one of the protagonists or initiators 
of Nuclear Research and Education in Nigeria ( NREN ), it is with great 
regret that I now submit that nuclear research irt Nigeria is characterized by 
the following unfortunate and unseemly developmenfs: 

Unusual control of nuclear research by non-experts or 
'non-nuclear ' nuclear experts (NNNE). h i s  is coupled 
with bare-fad ewclusion of sekral bonafide nuclear 

lerts from taking part meaningfully i 
:lear research efforts. 

prac 
NRJ 
- - - - I  excr 
The 
unse 

claration 
n virtuall: 

- .  
of m t e n  
y no expe 

l y  invo 
of nuclc 

n experin 

. 1 1 Pre-occupation with operation of secona srage or 
Developed ivuclear Research Stage(DNRS) instead 
of with the first stage or Initial Developmental 
~u'clear Research Stage (IDNRS) of nudear research. 

nature de ; of excellence in nuclear 
rarch whe rimental nuclear physics 

research was golng on anywhere else in Nigeria 4h- 
Pre-occupation with purchase of very big and very c 
Nuclear Research Equipment (NRE) instea 
reasonably-sized, easily-installed, and easily-managea 
equipment that a re  usual the 
commencement (IDNRS) I arch 
programmes world-wide. 

The unusual practice of bu'ylng NRE the 
experimental research programmes they used 
for are planned or even proposed. Thls queshonable 

nice has led to the availability of several unused 
5 costing millions of dollars (in scarce foreign 
lange) in some of our nuclear research centers. 
se equipment, may become obsolete or 
rrviceable due to non-use or non-installation even 

several years after purchase. 
Aversion to the establishmd of Theoretical Nuclear 
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Research Efforts (TNRE) ip our 'Nuclear 
Establishments' as if these do not constitute parts, albeit 
very important parts, of nuclear research. 

Undue emphasis ( for several years after inception ) on 
overseas training of prospective nuclear experts. This 
is also usually coupled with their training on equipment 
+\at are not auailable or are n d  likely to be available 
mll y for a very long time. 

There are orher problems associated with NRN but time will not allow 
us to go into these in this expose. Meanwhile, we shall now expatiate on 
some of the problems listed above in order tq enhance our understanding of 
the issues involved. 

Nuclear Research is one of the few areas of research ( anywhere in the 
world ) that requires huge sums of money (running into millions ofdollars ) 
in its operations especially after passing its INITIAL DEVELOPMENTAL 
STAGE (IDS). Non - experts are not aware of the IMPORTANCE of this 
IDS and are so easily attracted by the huge sums connected with the later 
stages of nuclear research. 

World-wide, the second stage in the development of nuclear research 
involves big research equipment. This is in contrast to theinitid developmental 
stage (IDS) of nuclear research which usually does not involve the purchase 
of big equipment. Because of preoccupation with purchase of big nuclear 
research equipment goals that could have been adueved in the nuclear research 
programme within a few years are becoming increasingly unachievable even 
in time spans seven to ten times the normal times for them. 

In order to curtail this kind of waste in future it is usefid and pertinent 
at this juncture to examine the problems faced in equipment acquisition, 

I 
installation and utilization especially in a Third World or underdeveloped 
country setting or situation. It is believed that this brief analysis will show us 
why the wrong choice of equipment or undue emphasis on big equipment 
especially by non-experts can condemn a research effort, especially a nuclear 
research effort, to a sterile or moribund or comatose state. 

It is easy to recognize and perhaps accept the following about the use 
of equipment, generally, in a third world setting: 

It takes between six months to two years (from placing 
an order to the amval of the order) to acquire a new 



equipment or get a replacement part. The time involved 
usually varies directly with the size, complication and 
cost of the equipment or spare part. 
Between placing an order and its amval, the model has 
probably changed and spare parts for the old. model 
may no longer be available. Added to this problem is 
the sharp practice by some equipment vendors 01. 

companies in advanced countries whereby they dump 
second hand equipment, usually okdated models, in 
third world countries. The bigger the equipment the 
inore the number of spare parts that can create 
headaches due to their non-availability to a third world 
client. 

Generally, and most especially in a developing country, 
the bigger the equipment, or the more complicated the 
equipment, the more difficult and problematic are the 
installation, utilization, and sewiciitg of such an 
equipment. This more than any reason is responsible 
for startingthe initiation of research in any new area in 
any part of the world with small, easily-assembled, 
easily-used, and easily-sewiced equipment. A Brazilian 
example on the prosecution of a similar program in 
Plasma Physics at the same time Nigeria enibarked on 
her Nuclear programme in 1975 attests to the validity 
of this age-old wisdom [ ICTP publication (1975)l. 
The,Ghanaian example on the: acquisition of nuclear 
reactors also confirms this. Ghana acquired a big hgh 
flux nuclear reactor from the Soviet Union dbout forty 
years ago and has not s u M e d  in getting it to work 
till now owing to a host of problems. She however 
acquired a 30 kW capacity Chinese mini r i d o r a  few 
years dg.. ?.it reactor was commissioned'in March 
1995 and several research projects have almady beerr, 
.and are being, carried out on it. [ IAEA Gublication 
(1995)l It is unfortunate for Nigeria that this age-old and 
timetested approach wis lost and continues to be lost to those 
who have taken us into the morass of buying big 

several 1 

I '  
equipment. 

A little reflection on the above will show us dlearly why the Nlgefian 
Nuclear Research effort is faced wth problems because of its premature 
exposure to the purchase of big and expensive equipment and the exclusion 
of most nuclear physicists. 

Starting with big expensive equipment creates a myriad of installation 
and servicing problems for the researchers and their students. It also robs the 
country doing tlus of the gold& opportunity of attempting local repairs or 
fabrication of Spare parts for small and medium sized equipment. Above all, 
it virtually excludes the country from being able to fabricate the sort of big or 
expensive equipment ordered from abroad even ! jears after 
commencing, ifat all, the research effort concerned. 

The &tire future orientation and perfdrmance or non-performance in 
any field of research, and most espec~ally in Nuclear Research, depends on 
the kind of training programme envisaged or planned or practiced by the 
'researchers' in the field. For several years, the training embarked 
upon by nuclear research establishments in Nigeria has been ineffective, 
wasteful and unreal~stic to say the least. For the most parts, the emphasis was 
on overseas training instead of a training program built around available local 
experts. The premature involvement of the country with the second, as opposed 
to the first ( and primary) stage of nuclear research is partly responsible for 
h s  unfortunate en ' ' 

One of the h of 
prospective nuclear d e  
locally or on equipment mar woula noL oe availaole locally ror several years 
after their training. Thls has contributed immensely to low adivity at nuclear 
research centers nation-wide. The glaring or virtual exclusion of most 
experienced or seasoned nuclear experts for several years from these nuclear 
centers contribute in no small measure to all the problems indicated above. 

The overall danger of this emphasis on overseas training is that it robs 
the country of the vital opportunity of local researchers, and young Ph.D's 
and graduates from nuclear establishments abroad to build upon recently 
acquired knowledge (by these young Ph.D's) in the immediate or even distant 
future in Nigeria. Besides, when young scholars go abroad for higher degrees 
or Ph.D7s, they, for the most part wind up helping to solve p;oblems of their 
host countries as opposed to solving those of their own ( or parent ) country. 
In the nuclear research programme several of our prospective brilliant nuclear 
research candidates sent abroad have not returned home in many cases several 
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years after the completion of their training programmes overseas. 
One strongly hopes that Nigeria would shft the emphasis ofthe training 

of her nuclear experts from its overseas orientation to a local orientation 
before it is too late. This is all the more imperative since it is through properly 
conceived and well directed local research and local training of next-generation 
researchers that countries make meaningful and assured progress in any 
research field or endeavor. No amount of money or efforts expended in making 
this change will be too much. In fact the money to be involved is meage 
compared with what is to be lost if the present arrangement persists. 

USUAL STAGES F JELOPIhti  VIA^ ; L ~ A K  
RESEARCH PROGRAMMES 

Most areas of complex specialized activities require progression 
through some given sequential stages for their proper, meaningful and 
productive developments. Virtually no area of human activity requires strict 
adherence to thls sequential development than nuclear research. This fact is 
well known to nuclear experts and may not be known to non-experts. Some 
of the reasons that dictate strict adherence to some time testd sequence which 
we shall soon indicate has to do with the complexity of real nuclear research 
and the extreme danger that could be posed to a community that encourages 
or fails to check haphazard development of the field. Some of the hazards 
that could be encountered from its faulty pursuit or sheer accident are already 
indicated above. It can be said categorically that no countr$ can develop a 
meaningfid or successll nuclear programme if it does not follow thi e 
of development. 

In terms of nuclear research activities, allkcountries of the n 
be classified into four distinct stages, viz.:- 

4 

Backward nuclear research stage (BNRS) 
Initial developmental nuclear research stage'(IDfi 
Developed nuclear research stage @NU) 
Advanced nuclear research stage (ANRS) 

s sequenc 

world ca~ 

DNRS and ANRS are in countries with VIABLE nuclear programmes. 
IDNRS are in those countries in the process of developing viable nuclear 

I ' programs whle BNRS are in countries that are still to commence meaningful 
rudimentary experimental nuclear research 

Nlgeria as of now belongs among BNRS even though she should rightly 
belong among TnNRS. This unfortunate development is directly as a result 
of control of nuclear research by non-experts for almost two decades. 

The time-tested or time-honored progression for developing nuclear 
research is for a country to go through the stages listed above in that order. 
There is no known case of a c o h r y  in stage 4 which has not gone through 
stages 1 to 3 iri that order nor of any stage 3 country that had skipped any 
preceding stage or altered the order of pursuit of these preceding stages. It is 
important to note that all bonafide Nuclear Physicists recognize the necessity 
of this ordered progression just as all bonafide Plasma Physicists recognize 
the same sea"ence of development for Plasma'Physics research whose stages 
of deve ~n ANY I vith viable programme bear a one to one 
correlat e stages : nuclear research development indicated 
above. 

country v 
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INITIAL DEVELUPMENTAL STAGE UF NUCLr-- 
PHYSICS RESEARCH 

As implied in the ti le preced is the 
I beginning stage of meaningtul Nuclear Kesearch in any country. It 1s marked 

by the conduct of simple experimental nuclear physics research on simple 
nndinexpensive equipment as well as the pursuit of theomtical nuclearphysicr 
research. The duration of this stage could be between ten to twenty years for 
a country where 3r physic ngaged at this 
l eve1 . 

The science and pnnc~ples of nuclear research are L~ARNT and at 
the same time DISPERSED as widely as possible wi muntry during 
this stage. Experimental Nuclear Physics researchc rried out with 
~nexpensive equipment and the results are published in U 1 LHNATIONAL 
(not local) Kuclear Phy rnals in order to show the seriousness, 
acceptability, and hgh ac; erit of the research efforts. Several M.Sc. 
and Ph.D graduates are produced and at the same time the nuniber of nuclear 
physics research centers in Unive rithin the country are gradually 
increased during tlus stage. 

The increase in nuclear physics research centers is imperative and very 
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vital in order to guarantee cross fertilization of ideas and efforts, and absence 
of inbreedin! ; obvious and concomitant sive effects y .with its 

.. .L- As a marrer or strict and deliberate policy C A ~ C I ~ , ~ ~  and huge nuclear 
research equipment are avoided during this stage also. Thls is so because 
involvement with them is known to be counterproductive and misleading.. 

The principles and technology, of construction and servicing of 
small equipment and possibly those of their huge coushs are thus easily 
learnt at this stage by the researchers, their grhduate students and 
technicians. This is a very crucial knowledge to be acquired in any 
EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR or PLASMA PHVSICS research efforts that 
are aimed to culminate in the use of complicat'ed , huge and expensive 
equipment at the ANRS or equivalent stage. The final stage of IDNRS i? 
marked by local construction or fabrication of basic Nuclear Physic! 
research equipment. The same thing happens with the final stage of IDS o 
Plasma Physics Research (IDSPPR) in any country that aims at a viable 
research effort in Plasma Physics ( ICTP Publication, 1975 ). 

Skipping IDNRS for DNRS from BNRS status is like teaching a five- 
month-old baby to run without first teaching it to crawl, s tbd  and walk in 
that order first ! 'While it is not totally impossible for the child to learn running 
that way it is obvious that serious problems and danger would be encountered 
in such an attempt. 
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PRESCRIPTIONS FOR VIABLE NUCLEAR PROGRAMME IN 
NIGERIA 

There is no doubt whatsoever that the 1 pptoach to nuclear 
research in Nigeria can be improved upon. This 1s more Incumbent on us for 
several reas ~e of whic 

future g: I nuclear ppliytions are 
--J great fot any ~ u n t r y  to miss. Havng a viable and 
rigorous nuclear program will 1 arantee making 
maximum @s very safely. 

science a 
. --  . 

There is need, in nuclear matters, ror us to develop 
constant aversion t o  the type of unfortunate 
development that we have with our petroleum 
refineries especially if we are to ultimately 'acquire' 
Nuclear Power Plants and some other complicated 

I nuclear devices. Such acquisit,ions are possible 
especially since our 'better placed' technocrats like to 
purchase big equipment. The consequence of such 
purchases will be more dangerous than what we have 
with the refineries where almost every repair has to be 
carried out by foreign personnel. The seriousness of 
possible nuclear accidents is so great that the risk must 
not be t; of our present approach . 

3ven all 

'consec 
technolc 
transfer 

aken with 
etting n 

I the type 
nore ex pensive financially and 

I luentiallv' t o  buy technology or to have 
bgy transferred. In particular; nuclear technology 

I will get more prohibitively expensive in future 
- hence the need for heaiy investment in science and 
especially nuclear science to forestall or reduce these.. 

these, the present speaker believes that we should take the 
following steps in order in order for Nigeria to be poised for hitch-free, viable, 
scientifically sound, and well - ordered nuclear science program and nuclear 
science applications program: 

Efforts should be made to mobilize all Nuclear Scientists 
for whatever Nuclear Science or Nuclear Technology 
program being pursued or being proposed in the country 
The present exclusion of some nuclear scientists in 
some research centers should stop. E b c i t y ,  tribalism. 
quota, cronysm etc. should cease to find their ways 
into nuclear matters as tht I not augur well for 
the country. 

d e a r  sci 
ial Semi ... A l e ,  

:se would 

1A I.- ..." Generous provisions shoulu UG 111dde to enable each 
scholar in the ni ence area to attend at least 
one lnternation nar or conference in his 
discipline per y a l .   IN, very generous scholarships, 
fellowships etc. should be provided, especially for all 
students in the nuclear science area. 

7 For a few years to come, medium and .h&h technology 
nuclear projects should be avoided for some of the 
reasons advanced in this lecture moreso as the required 
local scientific personnel to support such projects are 
not yet available in the required number. 



4. Efforts should; be concentrated t o  produce more 
personnel with Ph.D. and M.Sc. in the nuclear sciences 
locally. Besides the needed focus on some problems 
locally, knowledge in' the field would be dispersed in 
the country in a few years. Nuclear science studies and 
research should be pursued in as many Universities as 
possible in the next few and beyond. 

5 .  Emphasis should be shifted to running subiect-specific 
research laboratories (SSRL) in all disciplines in the 
sciences ( especially in Nuclear Science ) instead of 
the present set-up of running global research 
laboratories ( GRL ) where all 'kinds of non-experts 
can hold sway. This subject specific approach is used 
effectively in many countries, and in'many Universities, 
Research Centers and Institutes in many parts of the 
world. Subject-Specific ~esearch Laboratories should 
be called their appropriate technical names. By so doing, 
non-experts can easily be kept off. For\instance the 
Pakistani national nuclear research center in Rawalpindi 
is called "Pakistani Institute of Nuclear .Science and 
Technology." Calling Nuclear Research Centers by 
other names is bogus propaganda especially as the need 
for Nuclear Studies and research is recognized world- 
wide. As indicated earlier, no one pounces on anyone 
for carrying out nuclear studies for academic or pea& 
or national development purposes. 

6 .  Each Laboratory - especially in the Nuclear Sciences 
should have a THEORY DMSION with its own budget 
in the overall Laboratory budget. One of its duties is to 
develop theoretical tools and provide insights into 
experiments being performed or proposed in t he ,  
laboratory. Theory Divisions are inseparable parts of 
most ~aboratories abroad. 

7. Purchasing big equipment for Nuclear Science or 
Nuclear Technology projects in the country should be 
avoided for the next several years for obvious reasons. 

. Early over-emphasis on Nuclear Technology should be 

avoided in the absence of meaningful Nuclear Science 
being done nation-wide. Technolug for it to last or 
achieve its end follows logically from sound scientific 
knowledge within a country. The Bra ample in 
Plasma Physics demonstrates this. oped or 
Third World Countries need science I~UL technology 
transfer for progress. 

9. There is need, for quite some %time t, to avoid 
I 

centralization of nuclear research In some national 
center for some reasons: 

~zilian ex; 
Undevel 
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D come, ' 

the available manpower in the country is too 
small and not that dyeloped, and 
scientists, like bther academics, cannot 
commute easily to some central location on 

munt of poor rernuneratio rernment 
; well as poor transportat ,ark and 

$01 scarcity. 
10. There should be Visitation to each Research Laboratory 

by experts and related expert's every three years to 
ensure that the laboratory is carrying out the project it 
is saddled with effectively. This is a normal practice 
world wide except in Nigeria. 

a by gob 
ion netw 

CONCLUSION: 
It is recognized that great benefits are derivable rrom nuclear science 

applications just as it is equally recognized that great danger can be posed by 
poor pursuit of nuclear research and nuclear science applications. It is also 
recognized that nuclear energy is one of the major assured sources of energy 
for the future when all the oil.and coal reserves would have been depleted. 

Given these a country like Nigeria must put her 'nuclear house' in 
order for her to avoid nuclear disasters from faulty approach and practices 
and in order to reap maximum benefits from this great field of science . The 
present speaker believes that following some of the piescriptions contained 
in this speech wuld go a long way in helping to guarantee this. 

On the global scale there is a need for realism and fairness in considering 
nuclear matters. There is need for us to adopt a realistic utilitarian outlook on 
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the pursuit of nuclear science applications with an open mind and with less 
emotion and garanoia as had b e d  the case for some years now. 

We believe that man should continue to work hard and cam out further 
research on how to improve the present excellent safety records of power 
generation by nuclear fission readors as well as on how to make sources of 
artificial radiation and other nuclear systems safer for himself and his 
environment. The objective, along with that of efficiency, is to further reduce 
the tiny contribution of man - made radiation contributed to the environment 
and solve more satisfactorily the waste disposa1,and other problems 
encountered in some nuclear systems. 

Man should also concentrate on nuclear fusion research so that he 
would ultimately be able to generate energy 'as it is done in tlie Itemens' or 
as in the sun and the stars. While saying thls, we are not implying that nuclear 
energy should be the & means of power generation by man. We believe 
that it should be one of the prominent items or the most prominent item in the 
'mixed bag equation' or 'the rich cocktail' of different energy sources that 
would be available to man in the foreseeable thousands of years. Acheving 
this would free some of the present sources such as oil f&r other uses as in 
food (protein source) or in producing pharmaceuticals and other useful 
chemicals. 

Thank you 
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